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ABSTRACT 
Schwanz, Derek K.W. M.S.M.S.E., Purdue University, August 2016. Solution Based 
Processing of Garnet Type Oxides for Optimized Lithium-ion Transport. Major 
Professor: Ernesto E. Marinero. 
Current lithium based portable electrochemical storage devices are limited by the inherent 
instability and volatility of conventional electrolytes materials. Ceramic materials show 
much promise for use in advanced lithium based battery systems due to their inhibition of 
dendritic growth and high thermal and chemical stability.  The main drawback of solid 
materials is their low ionic conductivity, relying on lattice hopping to transport ions 
between electrodes during cycling.  Garnet type oxides, specifically of the base 
compositions Li7La3Zr2O12 and Li5La3Bi2O12 have been synthesized through Pechini 
method solution based processing by the dissolution of reagent salts into nitric acid and 
creation of a chelated polymerized complex. Through an extensive examination of the 
subsequent processing conditions, it is revealed that the many contributing factors in this 
process can be optimized to create mixtures of these two structures. By changing the 
composition, the structure-property relationships between Li7-xLa3Zr2-xBixO12 compounds 
are examined demonstrating that stoichiometric variations offer improvements to both the 




CHAPTER 1. ENERGY STORAGE MATERIALS 
1.1 Introduction 
There is a significant and growing demand for clean energy for portable applications to 
meet society’s needs and diminish technological contributions towards pollution and global 
warming. A significant portion of the energy used by society is derived from the 
transformation of stored chemical energy, specifically in the form of hydrocarbons and 
fossil fuels, which lead to pollution of the environment through the release of greenhouse 
gases. Renewable and environmentally friendly energy harvesting technologies including 
wind and solar are being developed to satisfy the world’s growing demand for clean energy 
with portable applications; yet the power generated from renewable sources comes in 
fluctuating intensities and necessitates storage to be useful. Furthermore, portable energy 
sources are required for mass transportation applications. The increasing demand for 
energy storage has motivated considerable research and development, resulting in light and 
energy dense chemical storage systems which allow energy to be stored, transported and 
converted to thermal, electrical and mechanical energy. Ultimately, at the heart of cutting-
edge energy storage systems lies the development of novel materials.  In the following 




1.2 Electrochemical energy storage 
Electrochemical energy storage systems convert energy stored by chemical bonds into 
electrical energy as redox reactions occur to form more thermodynamically stable species. 
The driving force behind these reactions is the Gibbs free energies of formation between 
products and reactants in a given chemical system. When the reactants and products are 
able to be physically separated, electrochemical cells can be created wherein redox 
reactions occur at two separate locations or electrodes. To collect electrical energy from 
the reaction, the electrodes must be separated by a poor electrically, yet high ionically 
conductive material for ion transport. An external electrical conduction to the electrodes 
enables one to utilize the associated electrical current produced. The electrochemical cell 
functions by completing two redox reactions: an oxidation reaction at the anode, and a 
complementary reduction reaction at the cathode. A voltage can be measured between these 
electrodes which is proportional to the driving force of the chemical reaction. To prevent 
the reaction from completing when the circuit is open, a balancing electrostatic force in the 
electrolyte prevents the reaction from progressing by inhibiting ionic transport from short 
circuiting the cell. When the circuit is closed, the reaction proceeds as dictated 
thermodynamically. After completion of the reaction, when the cell is in a discharged state, 
an external voltage can be applied to drive the reverse reaction in secondary batteries; this 
is contrasted to primary batteries, which are single-use systems and as such, not 
rechargeable.   
Batteries based on the alkali metal lithium are of great interest in the development of energy 




specific energy. Pioneered in 1979, secondary lithium-ion batteries take advantage of 
“shuttling” energy between the anode where it resides in the charged state, and the cathode 
where the lithium dwells in the discharged state of a battery [1]. Conventional secondary 
lithium-ion batteries employ intercalating electrodes such as graphite (anode) and LiCoO2 
(cathode) as shown in Figure 1.1.  
 
Figure 1. Schematic of a typical lithium-ion battery with graphitic anode and lithium cobalt oxide cathode. 
An ideal anode would utilize only pure lithium metal because of the large weight and 
volume to energy ratio savings this would offer compared to intercalating anode 
architectures. Lithium-sulfur and lithium-oxygen systems are promising prospects for 
future energy storage systems due to the replacement of intercalating oxide based cathodes. 
When altering the base chemistry of the cell (e.g. from lithium-ion to lithium-sulfur), the 
Gibbs free energy of reaction changes, altering the driving force and changing the reaction 
kinetics. Although the more progressive technologies such as lithium-air utilize less 
weight-reliant cathode combinations than lithium-ion batteries, ultimately the battery 
reaction can still be bottlenecked by slow transport between the electrodes. In the same 
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way, other chemistries based around metals like sodium, zinc, and aluminum are different 
from lithium based batteries, but they all likewise require sufficient ion transport between 
the electrodes.  
1.3 Electrolytes 
As mentioned, there are three main components of a battery: anode, electrolyte, and 
cathode. The electrolyte serves a variety of functions in the electrochemical cell as an 
integral component that interfaces with both of the electrodes. In a secondary battery, a 
basic electrolyte must allow for rapid transport of charge carrying ions, while remaining 
electrically insulating, chemically inert, and retaining its properties over many cycles.  
Conventional lithium-ion batteries employ lithium salts dissolved into organic solvents as 
electrolytes because they have a fast ionic transport rate, operate under ambient conditions, 
and are easy to incorporate into many battery form factors. Having no shape, these liquids 
require the use of a solid material, the separator, to keep space between the electrodes. 
When solvated, common lithium salts such as lithium hexaflourophosphate (LiPF6) 
dissociate into the respective anions (PF6-) and cations (Li+), allowing for independent 
motion within the fluid. The room temperature ionic conductivity of these liquid 
electrolytes is on the order of 10-2 S/cm [2]. However, the total ionic conductivity of a 
liquid electrolyte is not the same as the ionic conductivity of the lithium-ions in solution; 
anions also are able to carry the charge, implying that the total transference from cation 
mobility (t+) is only a fraction of the whole and related to the cationic and ionic currents 
(i+ and i-) respectively): 
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𝒕𝒕+ =  𝒊𝒊+
𝒊𝒊𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕
=  𝒊𝒊+
𝒊𝒊− + 𝒊𝒊+ Eq. 1 
It is therefore desirable to have lithium salts with large anions with slower relative mobility. 
Ionic mobility and transport also scales inversely with viscosity in that a more viscous 
system will have a lower ionic conductivity [3]. Mixtures of organic solvents are often used 
to create liquid electrolytes because no single solvent possesses all the properties 
optimizing lithium-ion transport [3], [4].  
Although they provide many ideal properties, mixtures of organic solvents and salts 
common to lithium-ion batteries leave much to be desired as electrolytes. Interfacing with 
the electrodes for optimal lithium transfer is an important electrolyte function, and not all 
electrolyte-electrode pairs function properly. Due to the high activity of the anode, a “solid-
electrolyte interphase” (SEI) is typically formed at the boundary between electrolyte and 
electrode [5]. Though often engineered to maximize cell life, the SEI can serve as a 
nucleation point for dendritic growth, a common failure mechanism for secondary batteries 
[6]. Solutions such as advanced separators are being explored which mitigate the dendritic 
problems, but do not completely eliminate the issue. Furthermore, other issues with organic 
electrolytes such as toxicity, flammability and other safety related concerns may not be 
completely solved by advances with separators. Safer and less toxic ionic liquids can also 
be used, but suffer from the same compatibility issues with reactive electrode materials. In 
summary, liquid electrolytes have many advantages, but pose many problems when 




look at the underlying mechanisms of electrolyte functionality and exploration of different 
materials and production for incorporation into future battery systems.  
1.4 Alternative electrolyte systems 
Thus far, liquid electrolyte systems have been briefly explored. Overall, mass transfer is 
much more rapid through these liquids when compared to solids of equal dimensions. 
General material tradeoffs between the different classes of materials indicate that solids 
will have a decreased ionic conductivity, but often are able to make up for the lack of 
stability and safety presented by disordered liquid systems.  Materials for solid electrolytes 
bring increased functionality to the cell in terms of stability, safety, and even cyclability. 
If the mechanisms of lithium-ion conduction in these materials can be optimized, battery 
safety, lifetime, and capacity can be improved significantly.  
1.4.1 Polymer based ion conductors 
Polymers have been explored as an alternative to liquid electrolytes due to their 
functionality as a solid material, allowing safer operation, cell compaction (decreased 
distance between electrodes) and mechanical integrity. Early studies with polymer 
electrolytes found that they can conduct ions significantly better when they are amorphous, 
or above their glass transition temperature (Tg) [7], but they still possess relatively poor 
ionic conductivities at ambient temperatures on the order of 10-8 - 10-4 S/cm, orders of 
magnitude less than that of liquid electrolytes. This is even the case when they are mixed 
with lithium salts in a similar fashion to that of their organic liquid alternatives [8]. These 
“dry” polymer electrolytes have a high molecular weight, which change properties slightly 
when they dissolve the lithium salts required for ionic conduction. [2]. Dry polymers can 
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be modeled to conduct lithium ions as expressed by the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher equation 
[9]-[12]:  
𝝈𝝈 =  𝑨𝑨𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏/𝟐𝟐𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 � −𝑩𝑩(𝑻𝑻 − 𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈)� Eq. 2 
In this equation, A and B are constants for a given materials system. As can be readily seen 
by this equation, polymer ionic conductivity will increase with temperature, as the system 
approaches its Tg. Interestingly enough, the Tg is lowered by adding more lithium salts and 
increasing the disorder of the system [7]. Instead of relying solely on ionic motion through 
an amorphous network, polymer electrolytes can be enhanced by the addition of traditional 
organic aprotic solvents [13]. This addition serves to dramatically increase the ionic 
conductivity, forming “gel” electrolytes in which the polymer forms a backbone for the 
battery and the organic electrolyte fills in the pores. This is not dissimilar from typical 
separator architectures, except that the separator may be an active component in this case. 
Even though there is rapid lithium-ion transport in these systems, they still encounter many 
of the challenges associated with pure organic liquids in that they can degrade the 
electrodes and may not be completely safe and stable over a wide range of temperatures 
and voltages.  
Gel polymer electrolytes were introduced in order to mitigate safety and stability 
challenges associated with conventional liquid electrolytes. Polymer based materials serve 
to improve upon the unfavorable features of high energy battery systems, but still leave 
room for improvement; polymers may not be hard enough to completely inhibit dendritic 
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growth, and are not the most stable. They also fail to conduct lithium at an appreciable high 
rate. Therefore, other promising alternatives have also been the subject of much 
investigation.  
1.4.2 Ceramic based ion conductors 
Attention has been given to the ionic conducting ceramics due to their higher degree of 
stability in conjunction with a variety of electrode materials and relative stability. 
Additionally, many of the materials discussed in the following sections are ionic solids, 
meaning their transference number will be effectively 1 due to the low anionic mobility 
relative to that of the cationic counter-ions (Eq. 1). Yet as previously expressed, these 
materials will generally have less favorable ionic mobility, specifically regarding the 
mobility of interesting components such as lithium cations. Efforts to increase lithium-ion 
mobility in ceramics often relies upon changing composition and processing methods to 
modify the defect concentration, microstructure, and lattice parameter of these solid-state 
electrolytes. By tailoring the properties of ceramics, materials tradeoffs may be overcome 
to create advanced solid-state electrolytes and improved battery systems offering high ionic 
conductivity coupled with safety and stability.  
In most ceramics, whether amorphous or crystalline, a model for ionic hopping similar to 
random walk through defects can be used to approximate the ionic conductivity. Such 
models take into account the vibrational frequency (𝜔𝜔0 ), carrier concentration ( 𝑐𝑐 ), 
geometric sites for ions (𝑁𝑁), jump distance (𝑎𝑎), and a correlation factor (𝛾𝛾) to calculate the 




𝝈𝝈𝑻𝑻 = 𝑵𝑵𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐𝒕𝒕𝟐𝟐𝜸𝜸𝜸𝜸(𝟏𝟏 − 𝜸𝜸)𝒌𝒌𝑩𝑩−𝟏𝟏𝝎𝝎𝟎𝟎𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 � 𝑺𝑺𝒌𝒌𝑩𝑩� 𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 �−𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝒌𝒌𝑩𝑩𝑻𝑻� =  𝑨𝑨𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 �−𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝒌𝒌𝑩𝑩𝑻𝑻�  Eq. 3a 
𝝈𝝈 = 𝑨𝑨/𝑻𝑻𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 �−𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨
𝒌𝒌𝑩𝑩𝑻𝑻
�  Eq. 3b 
 
Equation 3b is often used in a simplified form to report data on ionic conductivity and 
calculate the activation energy (𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴) required to move a single ion based on the Arrhenius 
relationship. Additionally, equations 2 and 3b are useful for comparing the temperature 
dependences of different materials as reflected in Figure 2. This comparison becomes 
important for selecting the correct electrolyte material for a given battery system and its 
intended application.  
 
Figure 2. Graph comparing the most promising lithium conducting electrolyte materials and their relative 
ionic conductivities as a function of temperature. The ceramic materials can be modeled using Arrhenius 
relationships (Eq. 3b). Adapted from [3], [18], [24], and [40]. 
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1.4.2.1 Amorphous ion conductors 
Amorphous solid materials, whether sulfide or oxide based have been of interest since the 
1980’s due to their easy processing compared to their crystalline counterparts. Specifically, 
amorphous sulfide compounds have attracted interest over the years due to their high ionic 
conductivity that dates back to 1981, in which Mercier et. al created Li2S-P2S5-LiI systems 
that had a lithium-ion conductivity 10-3 S/cm at room temperature [15]. Efforts to increase 
the ionic conductivity of these materials include changing compositional ratios to increase 
𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔[16]. The sulfide systems are significant more appealing than the oxide-silicate mixtures, 
such as Li2O-SiO2-Al2O3, which only has an ionic conductivity values of 10-6 S/cm at room 
temperature [17]. This can be attributed to decreased bond length in oxygen containing 
materials.  
The most commercially available solid-state electrolyte is a nitrogen substituted 
amorphous version of Li3PO4 termed LiPON [18]. The ionic conductivity for this material 
is only on the order of 10-6 S/cm at 25˚C. It is typically created by RF sputtering in a N2 
atmosphere and is stable against lithium metal [19]. Because electrolyte thin films allow 
for decreased ohmic resistance in batteries; cell functionality is possible with lower ionic 
conductivities in thin film electrolytes. Thus, the poor ionic conductivity of LiPON is not 
an issue because it can be created in such thin layers. The versatility of sputtering coupled 
with an electrolyte with adequate ionic conductivity and high stability are what has made 
LiPON the most successful solid-state electrolyte to date. LiPON is used instead of the 
more attractive amorphous sulfides because of their hygroscopic nature.   
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1.4.2.2 Crystalline ion conductors 
A number of promising ceramic electrolytes are crystalline in nature, and as such have a 
variance in ionic conductivity as a function of lattice parameter and defect density. The 
rapid lithium-ion transport that occurs through the bulk of the crystalline regions can be 
orders of magnitude faster than what occurs in the grain boundaries [20]. The best 
crystalline ceramics are summarized here.  
One of the first crystalline ceramics to be intensely scrutinized was named LIthium Super 
Ionic CONductor (or LISICON) because of its high ionic conductivity [21], [22]. Original 
LISICON had the structure of Li14Zn(GeO4)4, where aliovalent dopants such as zinc have 
been substituted into the structure.  This substitution stretches the lattice, increasing the 
bond distance between the GeO4 tetrahedrons and the lithium channels, thus increasing the 
ionic conductivity.  Although the LISICON structure boasts ionic conductivity on the order 
of 10-1 S/cm at 300 ˚C, it drops off several orders of magnitude to 10-7 S/cm at 30 ˚C. 
However, substantial improvements to the chemical properties have been made with the 
substitution of sulfur anions for the conventional oxygen, greatly stretching the lattice as 
pioneered by Kanno in 1999, forming thio-LISICON [23]. This structure has been modified 
to create Li10GeP2S12 shown in Figure 2, which conducts Li-ions at 25˚ on the order of 10-
2 S/cm, which is comparable to most organic liquid electrolytes [24]. The primary drawback 
of this material is that hygroscopic sulfide composition, requiring specialized fabrication 
environments. The evolution of LISICON to thio-LISICON structure shows how 
dependent the transport properties of a material can be on the surrounding structure.  
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Crystalline ceramics that have also been examined in great detail are the NASICON, and 
perovskite systems. Similar to LISICON, is the NASICON-type ceramics have the name 
Sodium (Na) Super Ionic CONductor and a crystal structure with the stoichiometry 
NaM2(PO4)3 (M=Ge, Ti, Zr).  In this structure, each of two M-sites can be individually 
composed of different elements [25], [26]. This leads to many different compositions as 
constituent elements can reside on multiple places within the lattice [27]. In the same way 
with LISICON and NASICON, the Perovskite type ceramics with a composition of 
Li3xLa2/3-xTiO3 (LLT) have also shown high ionic conductivity of 10-3 S/cm at room 
temperature, which can be modified with lattice stretching and ensuing opening up of 
lithium migration pathways [28], [29]. These materials have high ionic conductivity from 
a large amount of lithium site vacancies introduced into the system just by changing the 
amount of lithium used in the formulation [30]. Ultimately, almost all ceramic materials 
behave similarly and obey the same rules. It is also the case that for these systems that they 
suffer from poor grain boundary conduction of lithium ions when compared to the bulk of 
the samples [31] – [33]. Therefore, much effort has been focused on increasing the 
densification of these promising materials, which require high temperatures in excess of 
1100 ˚C to obtain the desirable properties. Still, the high sintering temperatures used to 
create the coarsened structures can result in lithium loss, making the composition difficult 
to control. Much current research is focused on densification and mitigating grain boundary 




1.5 Crystalline garnet type oxides 
A comparable and recently discovered crystalline class of ionic conductors, garnet-
structured oxides, are stable against Li metal and have ionic conductivities on the order of 
10-4 S/cm [34]. Although not possessing quite as high of ionic conductivity as some of the 
other ceramics, garnets of the chemical formula of Li5La3Ta2O12 have shown the same 
increases with lattice stretching by substitution of the lanthanum and tantalum sites [35], 
[36]. Garnets also suffer from poor densification similar to that of NASICON and 
perovskite structured electrolytes.  However, aluminum has been introduced to help 
stabilize the cubic phase and densify grain boundaries [37], [38]. To date, zirconium-doped 
garnet type oxides of the formula Li5+xLa3Ta2-xZrxO12 demonstrate comparable ionic 
conductivity to that of the other ceramic materials on the order of 10-3 S/cm at room 
temperature [39]. A major advantage of this class of materials is that they are able to 
maintain contact with pure lithium metal, and are relatively stable at ambient conditions, 
which is not the case of many of the other types of crystalline ceramics. Garnets type oxides 
represent a promising group of materials that has come to embody the effects of aliovalent 
doping to increase ionic conductivity and exhibit many desirable qualities for use as an 
electrolyte material.  
1.5.1 Processing of Garnet type oxides 
As previously discussed, many electrolyte materials are capable of high ionic conductivity 
at room temperature, as shown in Figure 2.  Therefore, electrolyte material selection should 
focus on other materials properties (e.g. stability, volatility) and ease of fabrication.  Oxides 
are generally stable and able to be produced under ambient conditions, whereas sulfur 
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based materials are typically volatile and must be created and handled in oxygen and water 
free environments.  Of the oxide materials, garnets are the most promising due to their high 
chemical stability and ability to interface directly with lithium metal and over a large range 
of voltages [40]. Under these conditions, titanium containing lattices of the NASICON and 
perovskite type materials will become increasingly electrically conductive [31]. As such, 
the remainder of this document will focus on garnet type oxides and ways to produce them. 
Ceramics, as a more promising class of electrolyte materials for certain lithium based 
batteries, are significantly more difficult to insert between electrodes when compared to 
liquid/separator combinations or polymers.  Soft materials can be easily inserted or fit to 
existing electrodes.  On the other hand, ceramic materials typically require heat treatment 
to create a desirable microstructure, chemically bond to the electrodes, or both. Theory 
aside, important considerations must be made towards implementation of electrolytes into 
functional battery systems.  Thus, processing becomes an important consideration for 
materials selection in fast Li-transporting materials.  LiPON, a material with moderate Li-
ion conductivity, has a definitive and reproducible method of easy and scalable fabrication 
making it ubiquitous in a Li based energy storage.  Processing is a significant factor that 
must go into consideration for materials selection when discussing technologies such as 
batteries. 
The complex oxide materials discussed previously all require significant amounts of time 
and heat to create crystalline domains and mitigate grain boundary resistance to ionic 
transport.  To decrease the energy required for crystal growth, dopants can also act as 




energy for phase formation [37]. Conversely, processing methods can be altered to lower 
synthesis temperature.  Conventional solid-state fabrication relies on inefficient 
mechanical milling and sintering; alternatives methods such as sol-gel or polymerized-
complex can reduce the temperature required for electrolyte fabrication [41] – [43]. 
Calcination of these solution-based complexes produces more homogeneous powder 
mixtures, freeing the process from time consuming mechanical mixing.  Additional work 
is required to further decrease formation energy of crystalline regimes in lithium-ion 
conductors, whether through doping or processing.    
1.5.2 Compositional variations of the garnet type stoichiometry 
Garnet oxides of the crystal structure A3B2(CO4)3 family have been demonstrated as 
reliable structures upon which to create electrolytes through aliovalent doping, the doping 
of different elements with other valence states into an existing structure [44]. In the 
“lithium stuffed” garnets discovered by Thangadurai et. al, lanthanum sits on the A sites 
with 8-fold oxygen coordination, tantalum sits on the B site with 6-fold coordination, and 
lithium sits on the C sites with 4-fold coordination; additional lithium sites are also added 
to the lattice, decreasing the lithium jump distance and increasing the ionic conductivity 
[34]. The lithium sites (up to 5 formula units from 3) are added to maintain charge 
neutrality in the lattice and settle on interstitials sites to form complex lithium migration 
pathways [45]-[47]. The amount of lithium in the lattice was further increased to 6 formula 
units through substitution of calcium, strontium, and barium onto the B sites in the lattice 
for lanthanum [35], [48] and further to 7 with the introduction of zirconium onto the A sites 
[49]. Due to its lower valance (Zr4+ vs. Ta5+), the zirconium ions substituted into the 
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structure and introduced new lithium interstitial sites in this cubic lattice [50], significantly 
enhancing the ionic conductivity. To date, Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) and similar zirconium-
doped garnet type oxides have recorded the highest ionic conductivity values.   The 
additional lithium sites in the lattice allow for degeneracy of lithium migration pathways, 
and thus increase the correlated motion of lithium through the structure under an applied 
potential.  
The first challenge of LLZO based garnets was inhibition of the tetragonal phase formation, 
a phase which conducted lithium-ions two orders of magnitude worse than the cubic garnet 
phase.  The more ordered tetragonal phase is formed when lithium-ions settle into ordered 
positions farther apart in the lattice [51]. In order to preferentially create cubic garnets, 
zirconium sites are partially substituted (typically <50% occupancy) by ions of higher 
valances [39], [52]-[54]. This serves to not only stabilize the cubic phase, but also optimize 
the ratio of lithium-ions to lithium-vacancies in the lattice and maximize ionic conductivity. 
The other significant challenge to LLZO electrolytes deals with incomplete densification 
during low temperature fabrication.  It was discovered that aluminum contamination 
through the use of alumina crucibles acted to stabilize the cubic phase of LLZO and 
improve ionic conductivity [49]. With further investigation, it was suggested that 
aluminum acts simultaneously as a sintering aid and dopant onto lithium garnet sites in the 
cubic lattice, stabilizing the cubic LLZO and lowering fabrication temperature [37]. In light 
of these studies, similar dopants such as gallium and germanium have also been used to 
substitute onto lithium occupied C sites in the lattice [55], [56]. Due to their positions on 
the lithium sub-lattice, these dopants may slightly decrease the rate of lithium migration 
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through lithium channels [57]. However, it is a contested point in the literature if this is in 
fact a factor that affects the ionic mobility [58]. In short, alternative doping schemes may 
result in increased ionic conductivity and improved processability of garnet type oxides.  
The fabrication process plays also a key role in determining the properties of solid state ion 
conductors.  Conventional ball milling and sintering techniques without dopants can 
require as much as 36 hours at 1230 ⁰C for stabilization of the cubic phase and subsequent 
densification is necessary to achieve ionic conductivities on the order of 10-4 - 10-3 S/cm 
[34].  Fortunately, sol-gel and polymerized complex fabrication techniques such as the 
Pechini method have been utilized to create a more homogeneous mixture of precursor 
material, reducing the activation barrier for complete mixing [38], [42], [61]. By 
simultaneously employing doping, or combinatorial mixing of existing garnet oxide 
materials and solution based fabrication, improvements can be made in terms of both 
materials properties such as ionic conductivity, as well as densification. In other words, 
judicious dopant selection and site-specific substitution, can be employed to tailor the 
garnet composition for optimized ionic conductivity at lower temperatures.  
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CHAPTER 2. SOLUTION BASED PREPARPATION OF GARNET TYPE OXIDES 
2.1 Materials and methods for production 
Pechini method synthesis was used to fabricate the complex garnet type oxides with cations 
of lithium, lanthanum, zirconium, and bismuth. To help promote consistency with the 
synthesis and avoid potential contaminations, all the metal salts used were nitrates even 
though other salts such as chlorides may achieve the same results. The main requirement 
for these experiments is that the salts are soluble aqueous solutions. Salts used were LiNO3, 
La(NO3)3 * 6H2O, ZrO(NO3)2 *xH2O, and Bi(NO3)3 * 5H2O. In order to determine the 
amount of hydration for the zirconium salt, thermogravimetric analysis was used on a 
pulverized amount of the reagent chemical. From the final mass, the number of water 
molecules can be stoichiometrically calculated.  
The first task with in the synthesis is to get the salts into solution. It was found that the 
lithium and lanthanum salts readily dissolved, but the zirconium salt dissolved slowly and 
the bismuth salt would not completely dissolve in heated water even after 24 hours. The 
bismuth nitrate would, however, dissolve in diluted (5-15%) nitric acid when heated. As 
such, it was useful to dissolve the bismuth salt first into hot nitric acid, wait until completely 
dissolved, and then continue adding the other reagents. It was observed that if the 
zirconium was added before the bismuth was completely dissolved, the solution could 
remain a colloid with the bismuth not dissolving completely. 
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After complete solvation of all the salts, other components were added to promote the 
synthesis of the polymerized complex. The ultimate goal of this synthesis was to create a 
homogeneous distribution of metal ions and surrounding polymerized matrix. Citric acid 
was used as a chelating agent and ethylene glycol was also added as a complexing agent. 
The purpose of adding the chelating agent was to bond to the cations in solution; it was 
also observed that at times the chelating agent may have helped with solvation of the ions. 
It was assumed that all the bonding was uniform between the cations and the chelating 
agents in that no metal ion was preferentially chelated because the citric acid was not 
typically added until all the ions had been dissolved into the solution. In the hot, acidic 
conditions the aqueous solution was subjected to, the addition of the ethylene glycol would 
allow for polyesterfication, or polymerization between the ethylene glycol and citric acid 
molecules. Thus, the citric acid and ethylene glycol were ideal additions to the nitric acid, 
cation containing solution to create a homogeneous polymerized complex for subsequent 
heat treatment and creation of a complex oxide powder to be used as an electrolyte. 
A couple of ratios were important for changing the processing of the polymerized complex. 
The first ratio is that of ethylene glycol to citric acid, which was important for preventing 
auto-ignition of the resultant polymer during heat treatment. If the ratio was too high or too 
low, auto-ignition was observed upon calcination similar to that reported by Reichenbach 
and McGinn [59]. The primary ratio used was 40: 60 of citric acid: ethylene glycol. This 
ratio was useful because it was the limit about which auto-ignition would not be observed, 
while having sufficient ethylene glycol to allow for polymerization between the citric acid 
molecules. The second ratio of importance was that of total organic to metal cation. The 
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ratio typically used was 62: 38 of organic: metal. This ratio kept the citric acid to 
total metal ratio close to one allowing for near unity chelation. Furthermore, it provided 
enough organic to chelate and polymerize in solution relative to the total number of 
cations. It would be possible to use a larger proportion of organics, but that could lead 
to waste of reagents and lower yields for each calcination heat treatment due to size 
limitations on the furnaces. An increase in these ratios may be necessary to complete the 
reaction under some conditions. 
Finally, upon dissolution of all the constituent reagents, the reaction is left to sit on a hot 
plate at 80 ⁰C for up to 48 hours, during which it reacts. With sufficient time and 
temperature for reaction to occur, the residual solvent is allowed to evaporate and the 
polymerized complex is heated at 200 ⁰C for 12 hours to harden the polymerized 
complex into a brown plasticized mass, which can be heat treated. In early experiments, 
the solution was just left to sit in an open beaker, and aliquots of dilute nitric acid were 
periodically added to keep the polyesterfication reaction progressing for up to 48 hours. 
However, reproducibility proved difficult as nitric acid (Tb = 83 ⁰C) evaporated rapidly 
from the solution and could halt the reaction. To allow for a more streamlined process, a 
refluxer and round bottom flask were used instead. These led to a slight difficulty in 
controlling temperature homogeneity for the given process, which will be discussed in 
section 2.3.  
2.2 Heat treatment to produce complex oxides 
A minimum of a two-step heat treatment is necessary in order to process the 
homogeneous polymerized complex to create a useful solid state electrolyte material. 
The first step in this process is the calcination of the polymerized mass. Calcination is a 
thermal treatment whereby the polymer is decomposed at high temperatures and a 
chemical 
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reaction takes place. In this case, at high temperatures, various forms of carbon, aldehydes 
and other organic derivatives are formed as the polymerized mass decomposes; the heavy 
metal cations, which are not as easily transformed into the gas state are subsequently 
oxidized – typically with oxygen. If little or no metal cations were vaporized in this part of 
the heat treatment, the resultant stoichiometric ratios of the cations in the oxide formed 
should be the same as that of the solidified precursors. The second step in the heat treatment 
is the sintering process. Here, a pellet is pressed from the calcined motherpowders. This 
green body is then heat treated to allow for densification of the powders. In this second 
step of the process, no major chemical reactions should take place. Small scale reactions 
may take place, such as the local ordering of individual ions within the grain boundaries, 
or vaporization of a certain small elements. Nevertheless, these reactions in the sintering 
process are not on the same level as the major chemical changes that occur during the 
calcination process.  
2.2.1 Calcination of polymerized complexes 
Calcination of the polymerized complex was an important and complicated step in the 
process. Compositional differences in the cation stoichiometry could affect the necessary 
calcination temperature to form the phases necessary as described in section 1.5. It is 
necessary to input enough heat to not only decompose the polymer matrix, but also allow 
for sufficient activation for the complex oxide to self-assemble into the desired structure. 
The first step in this process is to perform thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the 
polymerized complex. TGA curves show at which temperature a given sample loses mass 
when heated as components of it are vaporized. Figure 3 shows the TGA curve for a typical 
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precursor powder which has been completely synthesized. The large drop around 300 ⁰C 
is the mass loss due to the decomposition of the polymerized complex. Other small mass 
losses are seen between 500 ⁰C and 600 ⁰C. These artifacts can be ascribed to the carbon 
in the organic derivatives forming carbonate species with some of the metal ions as they 
oxidize. However, it is outside the scope of this work to examine the specific kinetics of 
what is going on in this case. The main conclusion that can be drawn from this curve is that 
a minimum temperature of approximately 600 ⁰C is required to get rid of a majority of the 
organic impurities and leave behind oxide materials. Calcination below this temperature 
may lead to impurities from carbon being incorporated into the samples.  
Figure 3. Thermogravimetric analysis of a completely reacted polymerized complex. 
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When the minimum temperature for calcination is known, the next logical step is to 
determine the energy required for desired phase formation for the respective systems of 
interest. Figures 4 and 5 examine the phase formation through X-ray diffraction for 
different temperature heat treatments of garnet type oxides Li7La3Zr2O12 and Li5La3Bi2O12. 
Figure 4. X-ray diffraction intensity - 2ϴ patterns for 650 ⁰C and 700 ⁰C calcination temperatures of 





Figure 5. X-ray diffraction intensity - 2ϴ patterns for 600 ⁰C and 650 ⁰C calcination temperatures of 
polymerized complex for garnet type oxide Li5La3Bi2O12. 
Several observations can be made from figures 4 and 5, both individually, and when 
compared to one another. The first observation is that the cubic garnet type phases are both 
formed above 700 ⁰C. However, for the sample containing only zirconium, the temperature 
is higher because the phase transition from precursor La2Zr2O7 pyrochore-type phase of 
space group Fd-3mZ into an Ia-3d garnet cubic phase does not take place until 700 ⁰C. 
Whereas the bismuth sample undergoes the same transition from a similar phase transitions 




not the same, they have a lot of comparable symmetries and eventually transition into the 
same cubic garnet-type structure.  
2.2.2 Sintering of precursor motherpowders 
Following calcination and formation of the complex oxide powders as confirmed by x-ray 
diffraction, the powders can undergo additional heat treatment to make them testable for 
other properties such as density and ionic mobility. To get them into a circular pellet that 
can be tested, they were first ground with agate mortar and pestle for several minutes before 
uniaxial pressing into 12mm circular die at 40MPa for 10 minutes. The pressed pellets, or 
green bodies, were submerged in the ground up precursor mother powder to avoid lithium 
and bismuth volatilization at high temperatures. These submerged green bodies were then 
heat treated at temperatures higher than 800 ⁰C in a magnesia crucible to prevent 
contamination from the high temperature process. Typical heat treatment was at 900 ⁰C for 
10 hours with a ramp rate of 5 ⁰C/min. Higher heat treatments were tried on Li7La3Zr2O12 
and Li5La3Bi2O12 pellets to observe the effects of higher temperatures on alternate phase 
formation. Although, as expected, Li5La3Bi2O12 remained cubic up until over 1000 ⁰C at 
which point it decomposed, whereas Li7La3Zr2O12 undergoes a phase transition around 950 
⁰C from a cubic symmetry to tetragonal as shown in Figure 6.  
Figure 6 illustrates the tetragonal phased garnet type oxide of composition Li7La3Zr2O12 
which was calcined at 700 ⁰C for 10 hours and then pressed and sintered at 900 ⁰C and 950 
⁰C respectively for 10 hours. Structurally, this phase transition from the cubic symmetry to 




compressing, given that in tetragonal structures a = b ≠ c, whereas cubic structures have all 
unit cell dimensions the same. This change is observed in the literature, and has been 
attributed to sufficient activation towards the more stable and ordered garnet-type 
tetragonal phase [61]. It is possible that this tetragonal phase was more stable at the lower 
calcination temperatures, but there was insufficient thermal activation to allow for the 
lattice to get properly ordered.  
 
 
Figure 6. X-ray diffraction intensity - 2ϴ patterns for pressed pellets of Li7La3Zr2O12 sintered at 900 ⁰C and 
950 ⁰C for 10 hours. 
No significant chemical changes were expected during this process, nor were any typically 




specifically the bismuth containing pellets, and potential volatilization of lithium, which 
was observed with color change in pellets not covered in the motherpowder. Notably, in 
cases where an alumina or zirconia crucible was used, some pellets would react with the 
crucibles as was apparent from significantly crucible warping or cracking, which is 
unexpected at moderate heating rates less than 5 ⁰C/min. Only moderate discoloration 
occurred with the use of magnesia crucibles.  
2.3 Variability of processing parameters 
It was oftentimes the case that the kinetics of the solution based Pechini method reaction 
yielded perplexing results. The following section will help to shed some light on things 
that can go amiss during the synthesis and ways to diagnose the problem if unexpected 
phases occur during heat treatment. The primary factors that have been shown to have great 
effect on the end stoichiometry and phase of the resultant complex oxide powder are 
reaction temperature and reaction time. Yet, even with careful control of the process, 
something may still be wrong with the final product. Possible reasons for this are also 
discussed below.  
As there can be many different polymer structure needed to create the polymerized 
complex and eventually complex oxide material, a close control of polymerization is not 
completely necessary for the purposes of this synthesis; even if they may help. It is also of 
interest to create as much ceramic powder as rapidly as possible to perform additional 
characterizations and experiments. Therefore, it would be advantageous to speed up the 
polymerization process. There are many factors governing how fast the polyesterfication 




concentration of the reagents, and heat applied. With a greater concentration of the acid 
and reagents as well as with an increased application of heat, the reaction can proceed faster 
and one would have a more desirable higher produce production rate. However, there are 
some limitations to how high of temperature and how concentrated one can go. The primary 
limitation ends up being how soluble the metal cations will remain under certain conditions 
the solution is subjected to. With too low of temperature, the reaction does not proceed at 
all. Yet, with too high of temperature, the reaction also does not proceed because all the 
nitric acid is volatized or breaks down into nitric oxide gas – that is, the acid concentration 
approaches 0. Furthermore, when the acid concentration drops due to high temperature, 
solid white precipitates begin to crash out of the solution.  
Figure 7 shows the XRD patterns of the powders these precipitants create when calcined 
at 750 ⁰C for 10 hours. The initial sample stoichiometry of this batch was Li6La3ZrBiO12 
and the solution mixture was reacted at 100 ⁰C for several hours before it began to form 
precipitates. It can be inferred from the diffraction patterns that the precipitants are 
primarily the larger ions of either zirconium or bismuth as they are not able to form any 
garnet-type phases with what should be sufficient heat treatment. Additionally, the bismuth 
nitrate salt was insoluble in regular water, so if the pH drops, it is logical that it becomes 
insoluble in this solution, even if it is chelated to the citric acid. What is especially 
interesting is that this implies that there may be a non-uniform chelation of the metallic 
ions in the solution. For example: the lithium ions may be more strongly chelated and less 




possible inhomogeneous distributions of cations in the polymerized complex and 
eventually in the final complex oxide powder.  
 
Figure 7. X-ray diffraction intensity - 2ϴ pattern for the precipitated solid calcined at 750 ⁰C for 10 hours.  
As expected, the previous polymerized complex was not completely reacted which can be 
seen by the TGA shown in Figure 8. Instead of having a singular large mass loss near 300 
⁰C, there are several mass losses likely due to the piecewise decomposition of the organic 
additives as they have not fully reacted. Figure 7 also shows mass loss at higher 
temperatures indicating that residual impurities from the synthesis do not leave readily if 





Figure 8. Thermogravimetric analysis of an incompletely reacted polymerized complex. 
Finally, although all things may go correctly in the synthesis, there is still a possibility of 
undesirable phases forming. Figure 9 shows two samples from the same batch that were 
both calcined at 750 ⁰C for 10 hours, but ended up with different phases forming. The 
phases present are La2Zr2O7 (# peaks) and La2O3 (* peaks). Were these samples from 
different batches, this would be an issue of non-stoichiometry, or different sample 
compositions. Even though they are from the same batch, this may still be the case here. 
During the final evaporation of the solvent post reaction, the acidic portion of the solvent 
may evaporate first, leaving the larger ions crash out and create macro level heterogeneous 




physically grind and mix the resulting polymerized complexes well before beginning any 
calcination, even if the synthesis is fully completed. 
 
Figure 9. X ray diffraction intensity - 2ϴ patterns comparing two similarly treated samples. 
It is also worth noting here that this phenomenon only occurs with samples that contain 
both bismuth and zirconium. That is to say, samples prepared with stoichiometrically 
correct amount of reagents adhering to the formula Li7-xLa3Zr2-xBixO12, as discussed in 
chapter 3, will form these impurity compounds and they will remain; yet, samples only 
created to have Li7La3Zr2O12 or Li5La3Bi2O12 will, with enough heat treatment, form the 
garnet oxides that is thermodynamically stable. This may be an issue having to do with 




CHAPTER 3. COMBINATIONS OF GARNET TYPE OXIDE SYSTEMS 
3.1 Phase evolution of mixed complex oxides 
By changing the mole ratios of the reagents used in the original synthesis, garnet type 
oxides of varying stoichiometries can be fabricated through the Pechini method. This 
modulation in the stoichiometry can be used to adjust for more desirable processing 
parameters and study effects this modulation can have on material properties such as ionic 
conductivity. It has already been shown in chapter 2 how there is a difference in phase 
formation between Li7La3Zr2O12 and Li5La3Bi2O12 garnet type oxides, but here the changes 
of compositional variation will be examined.  
As there are other figures of merit for this more intricate study, an order of experiments 
must be established because some of the testing parameters are destructive to the materials 
being examined. After creation of the pellets, electrodes were painted and cured onto the 
pellets with conducting silver paint and the pellets were characterized using an impedance 
analyzer in the frequency range 300000 Hz to 0.0001 Hz.  This data would allow for 
characterization of the lithium-ion transport in through the structure. The Ag paint was 
polished off before the pellets were fractured and examined with a scanning electron 
microscope and subsequently tested for density via Archimedes measurements.  Finally, 






Figure 10. X-ray diffraction intensity - 2ϴ patterns for 650 ⁰C, 700 ⁰C, and 750 ⁰C calcination temperatures 
of polymerized complexes for garnet type oxide Li6La3ZrBiO12. 
Similar to figures 4 and 5, which compare the phase transition of the pure oxide materials, 
figure 10 shows that the phase transition for calcined mixed oxide polymerized complex. 
While there is an obvious phase transition before 650 ⁰C, the transition is not complete as 
can be seen by the peak trailing around 2ϴ = 28⁰. This reduction in temperature for the 
cubic phase formation from pure Li7La3Zr2O12 implies that the incorporation of bismuth 
reduces the activation energy required for the phase transformation, even with a 50-50 




occupancy than the because it had fewer ions incorporated to account for the change in 
valence from zirconium 4+ to bismuth 5+. With less ordering, it can be thus expected to 
require less thermal activation to achieve the necessary ordering for both the lithium-ion 
sub-lattice and overall garnet structure.    
 
Figure 11. X-ray diffraction intensity - 2ϴ patterns for Li7-xLa3Zr2-xBixO12 pellets of varying compositions.  
To fully understand the role of the bismuth-zirconium tradeoff in both cubic garnet type 
phase formation and microstructural evolution, pellets of compositions Li7-xLa3Zr2-xBixO12 
(x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0) sintered at 900 ⁰C for 10 hours were synthesized and their 
corresponding diffraction patterns are compared in Figure 11.  All samples containing any 
amount of bismuth are stabilized as cubic Ia-3d phases. In contrast, the Li7La3Zr2O12 
sample stabilized closer to the I41/acdZ tetragonal phase - with a more ordered lithium-ion 




with a minute amount of bismuth indicates that small quantities of aliovalent dopants 
preferentially form this more disordered phase at 900 ⁰C. As previously mentioned, this is 
likely caused by bismuth induced disorder in the lithium-ion sub-lattice, thus providing 
energetically favorable conditions for the cubic structure to form over the more ordered 
tetragonal phase, which has closer to full lithium site occupancy.   
3.2 Microstructural development for different compositions 
Figure 12 presents scanning electron microscope (SEM) images comparing microstructural 
fracture surfaces for garnet oxide pellets of varying stoichiometry sintered at 900 ⁰C for 10 
hours as previously examined. The images correspond to compositions of Li7-xLa3Zr2-
xBixO12, where x represents increasing amounts of bismuth in the stoichiometry of 0 (12a), 
0.5 (12b), 0.75 (12c) and 1.0 (12d). The image 12a, corresponding to the Li7La3Zr2O12 
pellet, shows very small, sub-micron sized particles and almost no inter-particle 
coalescence, indicating very little sintering occurring at 900 ⁰C.  In contrast, figures 12b, 
12c and 12d, with increasing amounts of bismuth respectively, show a significant amount 
of grain growth and evidence of increased sintering as a consequence of the bismuth 
additions.  When comparing these images, the sample with the highest amount of bismuth 
(figure 12d) shows enhanced grain growth and a high degree of inter-particle coalescing 
relative to the 12b and 12c, indicative of sintering at 900 ⁰C.  It can therefore be concluded 





Figure 12. Scanning electron microscope images for Li7-xLa3Zr2-xBixO12 fracture surfaces where x = 0 (a), x 
= 0.5 (b), x – 0.75 (c), and x = 1.0 (d). The images a-d correspond to increasing bismuth concentration.  
bismuth in the composition allow to significantly enhance particulate and grain growth and 
structural interconnectivity. It is not, therefore unreasonable to claim that bismuth acts as 
a sintering aid and enabler of rapid grain growth; furthermore, the amount of grain growth 
and densification is correlated to the amount of bismuth added. This remarkable increase 
may be due to the low eutectic temperatures of some bismuth containing compounds such 
given that Bi2O3 has a melting point of 817 ⁰C. If indeed such low melting eutectic are 
formed due to bismuth additions at the temperatures utilized in our experiment, even 




orders or magnitude faster than for the oxide lacking this enabling element. Regardless of 
the mechanism, there is a significant disparity between the different garnet type complex 
oxides examined here.  
3.3 Materials properties of combined oxides 
In an attempt to study the structure-properties relationships of these mixed oxide materials, 
the ionic conductivity was measured. Figure 13 displays complex impedance plots 
electrode coated solid electrolyte pellets, which were also examined in figures 11 and 12. 
Measurements were taken at 27 ⁰C and the plots were analyzed using equivalent circuits 
models as described by Huggins [62].  As expected, the tail on the low frequency end of 
the spectra indicates the capacitive nature of the electrodes, while the semicircles at the 
high frequency end correspond to the resistive-capacitive response of the bulk material. 
The semicircles at high frequencies are somewhat compressed, indicating separate 
contributions from both the bulk and grain boundaries, but there is no significant separation. 
As there is no clear separation between the bulk and grain boundaries, the more resistive 
nature of the bulk dominates the behavior in comparison to that of the grain boundaries. 
The compressed semicircles allow for the measurement of the total resistance, as extracted 
from the low frequency intercept of the Z’ axis, as was done studies taking similar 
measurements [63]. The Li7La3Zr2O12 sample did not provide reliable data from which to 
infer its ionic conductivity. This is likely due to the lack of interconnectivity and low 
densification present at the 900 ⁰C as indicated in Fig. 12a. In sharp contrast, samples 
containing bismuth, exhibit considerable grain growth and densification, to provide 




conductivity ranging from 10-6 – 10-4 S/cm and are summarized in Table 1 along with other 
pellet sample properties.  
 
Figure 13.  Nyquist plots for Li7-xLa3Zr2-xBixO12 samples for Bi stoichiometries of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0.   
The trend of higher ionic conductivity with samples containing increasing amounts of 
bismuth can be partially ascribed to the increments in densification and grain growth 
attributed to higher bismuth concentrations. The microstructural results provided in figure 
12 indicate that increasing amounts of bismuth increase grain growth and sample 
densification. Moreover, these same samples approach a higher relative density as 
evidenced by the Archimedes measurements summarized in Table 1. Finally, the increased 




sample resistance to ionic transport through the densified structure. Thus, samples 
containing lower amounts of bismuth such as Li6.75La3Zr1.75Bi0.25O12 (x = 0.25) can be 
expected to have a higher resistance due to larger free volume in the structure.  
Table 1. Summary of pellet dimensions and material properties for Bi-doped LLZO pellets sintered at 900 
⁰C for 10 hours. 






Ionic conductivity (S/cm) 
at 27 ⁰C 
Li7La3Zr2O12 0 1.51 4.0 0.79 Not measurable 
Li6.75La3Zr1.75Bi0.25O12 0.25 1.48 4.2 0.80 5.0 x 10-6 
Li6.5La3Zr1.5Bi0.5O12 0.5 1.30 4.4 0.81 7.2 x 10-6 
Li6.25La3Zr1.25Bi0.75O12 0.75 1.01 4.7 0.83 2.0 x 10-4 
Li6La3ZrBiO12 1.0 1.08 4.8 0.84 1.2 x 10-5 
 
In addition to the microstructural aspects, the effect of bismuth inclusion on lithium 
occupancy needs to be addressed.  As the bismuth stoichiometry in the samples is varied, 
the lithium occupancy to vacancy ratio in the samples proportionally changes, with each 
bismuth creating an additional lithium vacancy. Thus, it is expected that each pellet 
composition measured in this study has a different lithium sub-lattice occupancy ratio for 
the same garnet crystal structure. This variation in stoichiometry causes a change in the 
electronic structure of these Li7-xLa3Zr2-xBixO12 garnets. The composition Li6.25La3-
Zr1.25Bi0.75O12 (x = 0.75) is observed to have the maximum ionic conductivity in this study; 
this sample corresponds to a lithium stoichiometry of 6.25, slightly lower than that the 
typically accepted value of 6.5, which was determined in a compilation of similar studies 
by Zeier [64]. The difference in these values is likely due to the microstructural and 
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densification disparities of the samples for varying amounts of bismuth. In comparison to 
previous studies, samples having comparable densification are fabricated using methods 
such as hot pressing, thereby making the measured ionic conductivity differences can be 
directly ascribed to changes in electronic structure [65], [66].  In this experiment we 
observe significant microstructural and densification dependence on the bismuth 
composition; indicating that both the densification and lithium occupancy need to be taken 
into account. For the processing parameters studied here, the tradeoff between lithium site 
occupancy and densification allows for Li6.25La3Zr1.25Bi0.75O12 to possess the most 
desirable properties for heat treatment of 900 ⁰C for 10 hours. Other garnet compositions 
with better properties for even this same system could be achieved through the optimization 
of heat treatment and stoichiometry.  
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CHAPTER 4.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
4.1 Conclusions 
Crystalline ceramics electrolyte materials such as the garnet type oxides, are typically 
fabricated employing conventional solid-state reactions relying on mechanical milling and 
sintering. Solution based synthesis through a polymerized-complex decreases the 
fabrication temperature required for crystallinity. This Pechini method fabrication of the 
complex oxides is a successful way to produce ionic conducting ceramics with varying 
densities, as studied by TGA, XRD, SEM, and impedance spectroscopy. Ultimately, there 
is a strong correlation between materials structure, processing, and properties as illustrated 
by studying the combination of Li7La3Zr2O12 and Li5La3Bi2O12 garnet type structures. Both 
microstructural changes resulting from sintering and lithium occupancy optimization in the 
garnet structure influence the ionic conductivity of these materials.  As such, garnets oxides 
require optimized heat treatments for specific stoichiometries to attain the highest ionic 
conductivity. 
4.2 Future work 
A significant challenge with this class of materials will be incorporating the correct 
stoichiometry and microstructure into solid-state batteries through a process that is able to 
scale with manufacturing. A review of the numerous studies detailing garnet doping and 
lattice arrangements have suggested that this class of materials is limited by its structural
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framework [64]. However, utilizing a rational method to design materials and devices, this 
structural limitation can be circumvented with the engineering of thinner electrolyte films. 
Effort should be focused on scalable processes utilizing thin film and solution based 
fabrication methods as tools for optimizing compositional and morphological components 
of novel electrolytes as they are incorporated into solid-state batteries via roll-to-roll 
processing. There is a need for scalable, low temperature processing methods for creation 
of crystalline ceramic electrolytes, as are discussed here. 
Other avenues for future application of this work can deal with the incorporation of these 
oxide materials into composites. As was discussed, there is often a significant grain 
boundary resistance to the ionic motion in through the structure, but the bulk of these 
crystalline materials has good transport properties. If they were to be included in polymer 
composites that are able to improve the inter-particulate transport, electrolytes could be 
created which have useful values for ionic conductivity, but still maintain the advantages 
of a solid state active separator material. Ultimately, the future of this work should focus 
on producing next generation batteries by leveraging the functionality of the materials and 
processes. 
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